Basic and Important Information of Vibrators and Vibrator Supplier
======================================================================
Using the power of applied vibration, energize the material, which reduces friction against the walls
of the vessel, as well as the internal cohesion of the particle against the particle. The bulk material
moves more freely, it is fed more efficiently, more consistently, more efficiently and more easily
handled.
The relationship between vibrator supplier and the amplitude of the vibration and the bulk material
is based on the cohesive and adhesive forces. As the particle size increases, the amplitude needed to
make the bulk material move increases.
The particles that are stuck tend to accumulate in a solid mass that respond well to low frequencies of
high amplitude vibration.

Generally, the direction of rotation or stroke of the vibrator mass should be in the desired flow
direction of material.
Initial cost: vibrator supplier offers initial purchase price of electric vibrators is usually higher than
for air vibrators.
Noise level: Electric vibrators are quieter than air vibrators; the rotaries are quieter than the linear
ones.
Available power supply: The availability of compressed air or electricity can determine the choice.
With a centrifugal force of 20 to 26,000 kg and 2, 4, 6 or 8 poles, the standard range of external
electric vibrators is suitable for all types of vibration equipment in virtually all industries. The
vibrators are available in single-phase, three-phase version or with motors available in DC and with

ATEX ExII3D certification and with ETL, Class II, and Division 2 for applications in the presence of
potentially flammable powders in hazardous environments.
Function
When the vibrator is connected to a sinusoidal centrifugal force it is provided by the rotation of the
eccentric masses. The two vibrators that work in reverse and mounted in parallel on the same
machine provide a linear force and generate a linear movement of the machine.

Versions of available DC motors
Accessories
PTC standard from size 60 (available only on request for smaller sizes)
Split lids for quick dough adjustment available only on request from size 60
Stainless steel caps available on request from size 60
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